Sentence Structure
In exercises 1 – 5, decide whether the text is without error, or whether it should be revised according to one of the choices.

	 My sister and I have an arrangement, she sets the table and I take out the trash.

	No errors

I and my Sister have an arrangement.  She sets the table and I take out the trash.
My sister and I have an arrangement; she sets the table, and I take out the trash.
My sister and I have an arrangement; she sets the table, and I take out the trash;

	Our teacher told us we were to noisy and so we quieted down immediately.

	No errors

When our teacher told us we were to noisy, we quieted down immediately.
When our teacher told us we were too noisy, we quieted down immediately.
	Our teacher told us we were too noisy, because we quieted down immediately.


	I enjoyed watching the speech.  Mostly it was funny.  And always interesting; although sad in parts.

	No errors

Although the speech was sad sometimes it was interesting, and I liked it because it was mostly funny.
	The speech: I liked it, because it was always sad and funny and interesting.
Although the speech was sad in parts, I liked it because it was mostly funny and always interesting.

	Did the Principal say who would be talking to we girls about the problem.

	No errors

Did the Principal say who would be talking to us girls about the problem?
Did the Principle say who would be talking to us girls about the problem?
Did the Principal say whom would be talking to we girls about the problem?

	Did your father say to whom we would be speaking at the airport?

	No errors
	Did your Father say to whom we would be speaking at the Airport?

Did your father say to who we would be speaking at the Airport?
Did your father say to whom we would be speaking to at the Airport?


